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Abstract

Objective: recognizing the sight of hospital managers about the roles played by nurses in hospitals. Method: a cross-sectional, descriptive, exploratory and qualitative study conducted in four hospitals located in a city of Northern Minas Gerais with 16 hospital managers. The data were collected by semi-structured interview script, transcribed in full, treated in the light of the content analysis technique. The research project was approved by the Research Ethics Committee, CAAE N.14435513.0.0000.5141. Results: after analysis of the data there were identified three categories: <<Hospital managers and nurses >>, << The nursing functions in hospitals >> and << The evaluation/monitoring of the actions of nurses in hospitals >>. Conclusion: hospital managers are unaware about the functions of nurses. Descriptors: Hospital Management; Health Manager; Nursing.

Resumo


Resumen

Objetivo: conocer la visión que los directores de hospitales tienen acerca de las funciones desempeñadas por enfermeros en las instituciones médicas. Método: un estudio transversal, descriptivo, exploratorio y cualitativo realizado en cuatro hospitales situados en una ciudad en el norte de Minas Gerais con 16 gerentes de hospitales. Los datos fueron recogidos por el guión de entrevista semi-estructurado, transcritos en su totalidad y tratados a la luz de la técnica de análisis de contenido. El proyecto de investigación fue aprobado por el Comité de Ética en la Investigación, CAAE N. 14435513.0.0000.5141. Resultados: después del análisis de los datos había identificados tres categorías: << Gerentes de hospitales y enfermeros >>, << Las funciones de enfermería en los hospitales >> y << La evaluación/seguimiento de las acciones de las enfermeras en los hospitales >>. Conclusiones: los administradores de hospitales no están conscientes de las funciones de las enfermeras. Descriptores: Gestión Hospitalaria; Gerente de Salud; Enfermería.
The hospital dates back to the Middle Ages, a period when the practice of medicine was dedicated only to the provision of assistance to the poor and to protecting those who possessed good health.7 The coordination of these institutions was held by religious leaders in power and order ensuring salvation, the support to hospitalized people and their passage from life to death.8 The insertion of that time nursing service denoted, a time when the institutions were not characterized by management processes and returned their concerns for quality care.

In the second half of the nineteenth century modern Nursing goes into activity through the principles and ideas of Florence Nightingale, the first entitled hospital administrator by modern medical literature. One of its initial key ideologies is to recognizing that hospitals need radical changes for improving the care to the sick. These changes contributed to the treatment, rehabilitation and integration of patients in their community, as the changing role of hospitals and nurses inserted in this context.3

After the Second World War, hospital becomes a corporation enjoying appropriate structure to receive the best care for its patient, giving it quality of life and rehabilitation before acquiring diseases.4 Even at that time, in hospitals, predominated the model of medical care focused on biomedical knowledge and privatized. The category of nursing was placed as subordinate in the hierarchy and complying to do in a relationship of subordination and devaluation by the lack of identity.1

In this context, the American nurses, members of the Technical Cooperation Mission to the development of nursing in Brazil, fought for a decade to build the image of a prepared, safe and qualified nurse. Thus, it was found that the Brazilian nurse training method included strategies which sought to sharpen the recent and important profession before the Brazilian society, resulting in the realization by the nurse of activities focused on supervision, management and control.5 5

The quality of health care has evolved in line with the quality management models and the improvement of managerial training for nurses. Studies show that hospitals in Brazil are still employing the management model that emphasizes vertical and formal structures that no longer meet the expectations of hospital managers, nurses and even less of patients, thus contributing to the invisibility of the nurse’s primary function care to the patient. Thus, the influence of the nurse on better health results to the patient is rejected by the management model built by the institution.6

The demand for nurses is increasing in stocks of various kinds, taking it to draw and develop skills able to maintain their performance at satisfactory levels, and many of the processes that competes, such as: care/watch, administer/manage, search and teach.7 The general powers of the practice-nurse stake to comprehensive health care; evaluation, methodology and health care; communication with the patient in a clear, concise, accessible, safe and accurate; take the front position of leadership to multidisciplinary team and the population; among other.8

The work of nurses in hospital is made up, significantly, two essential skills, management that aims the organization of work and the availability of nursing resources, and the assistance that is to intervene and ensure the basic needs and care appropriate to the patient.9 Integrated still to three service directions as: care management, managing the unit/sector and people management. Care management, which is the main focus characterized by comprehensive service and to the patient. Already managing the unit/sector comprises the direction of the organization of activities of the care of the environment and the management activity of people is in interpersonal relationships and team qualification, ensuring harmony in the processes and the service organization.10

In the exercise of their managerial skills, nurses remains less time with the patient and their team, since they occupy, increasingly, administrative and bureaucratic actions, which not infrequently results in disruption of the links nurse-patient-team. In this situation, it is common to experience a professional nurse role conflict, since we did not know if they contest the administrative requirements or provide care to the patient.8 What, in turn, contributes to the non-recognition of administrators and hospital managers as to the true role of the nurse as some of its functions could be performed by other professionals. Research shows the various nursing roles in hospitals, but those that relate to the specific functions of this person are few and not very current. Thus, we must be clearly defined what are the specific functions of the nurse, as the functional uncertainty prevents the quality of health services.12 Thus, this study sought to recognize...
the vision of hospital managers about the roles played by nurses in hospitals.

METHOD

This is a cross-sectional, descriptive, exploratory and qualitative study conducted in four hospitals located in a city in Northern Minas Gerais, two of which are philanthropic (private), one public and the other one private.

The population consisted of 16 hospital managers selected according to the highest rank within the organizational structure of the institution and to be responsible for the strategic management company. There were defined as inclusion criteria, holding the position of manager and be present in the hospital on days established for data collection. The 16 participants were informed about the total freedom of withdrawal at any stage of the research.

Data collection was carried out between the months of April and May of 2013 through an interview with structured script whose questions were contemplating the nurse profile waited for the hospital Manager, the functions that nurses should play and how the same were evaluated for their performance. A recording device (MP4) was used to record the testimony of the participants, in order to be transcribed for study validation.

The data were evaluated, ranked and transcribed according to the technique of thematic content analysis, according to Bardin, which consists of three steps: the pre-analysis, which consists in choosing the documents to be analyzed; in the resumption of the initial hypotheses and research objectives; and the development of indicators for final interpretation. The exploration of the material with the text cut in record units and subsequently select up the counting rules that allow some form of quantification. Finally, we made the classification and aggregation of the data in which the results are treated. The reports were analyzed in line with the Bardin content analysis technique.

The research was approved by signing the Informed Consent in the months of December 2012 and January 2013. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the United Colleges of Northern Minas Gerais - FUNORTE by Platform Brazil, on March 30th, 2013; under the CAAE N. 14435513.0.0000.5141, proving the line of research with the provisions of Resolution 466 of December 12th, 2012; which deals with research involving human subjects, as well as the relevant guidelines. Participants involved in the research had ensured their personal identity, and for that, used sequential numeric aliases.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study involved 17 respondents that are involved in the management of hospital services. It started from the systematization of three core categories representing the axis around which the product performed dynamic is articulated, namely: hospital managers and nurses, nurse's functions in hospitals and evaluation/monitoring of the actions of nurses in hospitals that are outlined below:

Hospital managers and nurses

From the central category analysis there were revealed three subcategories: the care/management role, the subordination of nurses and other professionals and the screening nurse.

With regard to the first subcategory, it showed that hospital managers prize by nurses with care technical and administrative skills, simultaneously:

[...]

 [...] The nurse today serves two basic functions, what we expect from him: first participating nursing overseeing all technical staff, concerned with the care and another that he is in fact a potential manager [...] [Interviewee G3].

[...]

 [...] while a professional nurse who has the competence and sufficient technical capacity to do the job he coordinates happen [...] [Interviewee G10].

Much of the country's hospitals also have a management system that enables based on the functional model that emphasizes vertical and formal structures. However, these traditional models no longer meet the expectations of workers, managers and especially patients, since nurses working in this reality end up moving away from organized patient care.

The nurse in his managerial competence must organize the work of the nursing staff and ensure the necessary resources to deliver the services of this team. In addition, the nurse in his care competence, should provide adequate care to the patient which is the main focus of care.

The extent that the methods of care and require management can lead to overloading of professional nursing services, but also compromise some primary questions for the evolution of the patient's condition and to the processes of health services in hospitals. The nurse in the situation he is unable to devoting excellence with the tasks that have
been designated as the management work depends on the generation of healthcare enhancement conditions. Thus, the work shall include all administrative, care and educational functions due to management being designated to direct support for assistance revalidate the administrative and educational activities.15

Regarding subordination of nurses to other professionals, it can still be evidenced by the hierarchy of some hospitals, where the medical professional service outweighs the care offered by nursing to patients. The speech below show the view of some managers. [...] the nurse plays a major role within the hospital, because he is in a situation that usually talks which are two crossfire, a reporting with the doctor and the other with the nursing technician [...] [Interviewee G3]. [...] the nurse is ... let’s say ... not right arm of the doctor, is the right arm and left arm [...] [Interviewee G6].

The method of forming the Brazilian Nursing is developed through strategies that provide transparency and appreciation of the profession to society. Through it offers results that guarantee the nurse supervisory responsibilities and administration of care and staff, and no more benefit and dependence on medical professional.3

The nurse is an indispensable component to the provision of health services and has the technical nursing and healthcare as allies and not as subordinate to them. If this subordination of view still prevails in hospitals, nurses loses their function characteristic of leadership and care manager, placing in care position only performer requirements of other categories of health.

The subcategory ‘The screening nurse’, evidenced by the speech below, features the nurse as a professional responsible for the screening of patients, ie, hospital managers delegate to nurse the function of selecting patients, according to the level seriousness in which they are.

[…] and I think one of the most important gains also both in attendance as was the management of Manchester risk rating, which came to, shall we say screening nurse [...] [Interviewee G6].

Screening is a term commonly used in healthcare generating conflicts due to their understanding with the sense of exclusion. With the implementation of the Manchester Protocol, is guaranteed universal access through the risk classification, featuring the most reliable profile of the patient.17

The concept of screening nurse contradicts the ethical principles of nursing, which considers equity as one of the responsibilities and duties of the profession.18 This concept also depreciates its professional liability able to offer the best care, the care to the patient.

♦ The nursing functions in hospitals

The second category reveals the roles that nurses play in hospitals, being divided into two subcategories: The nurse as the multidisciplinary link and the omniscient nurse.

The subcategory ‘The nurse as the multidisciplinary link’ highlights the expectation and knowledge that hospital managers have on one of the primary functions of the nurse in the institutions. The report below shows that the responsibility of the nurse in being a team agent is standing out and being accepted by other health professionals.

[…] the upgrade, integration, and the issue also very important that is to the issue multidisciplinary, which is next to the rest of the staff, from the medical staff, dietician, and physiotherapist. So they, more than anyone are link because they are there more present and is the main bridge of multidisciplinary [...] [Interviewee G11].

From the general nursing skills include full service health, zeal, order and patient care. In addition, there is the relationship and communication with the patient, ensuring the care and all necessary information, and the responsibility to take the lead of the multidisciplinary team.16 This is the result of the complexity of health services provided by hospitals and favor the development of skills and competencies of nurses in their work. The performance of this professional comprises a network of synthesis which provides as it performs its function and what would be its attitude to unexpected situations before the various circumstances. Considering his multiaxial role, the nurse promotes the evolution of recognition of their role in the production of health services.19 Regarding the subcategory ‘The omniscient nurse’, the speech expresses ignorance of the functions of nurses by the hospital manager. This characterization of nurses misrepresents their profession due to their specifications in patient care and work in health promotion service.
Nurses in their functions should be prepared to evaluate technological, human and organizational resources, and have to develop skills, knowledge and skills, attitudes and values to perform the planning, organizing, directing and controlling all processes in organizations or institutions.19 With the previous report clearly realize that the work or nurse functions in the manager's view go beyond the duties to be noted that the professional must accompany all. The concept of recognizing can be associated with the concept of leadership used by Plato, when referring to the leader as an omniscient being able to create the perfect19, but this relationship has become outdated.22

Leadership represented as relevant jurisdiction for both parties and the search for its development by nursing managers emphasizes the claim that the labor market requires nursing knowledge and the implementation of leadership, and that professionals are beginning to pay attention to this demand.23

The resulting changes to globalization and increased competitiveness have established changes in organizations, including health institutions still are reviewing their governance and to seek quality in its services.24 With these changes, Nursing actively participates in all processes of hospital services but that are already specialized according to nurses’ education.

Knowledge about the functions of the nurse managers by facilitating the work of the hospitals, because the essence of patient care is on teamwork composed of all employees of the health services. If each well know what is done and what the other does, and if you keep the contact between professionals by improving inter-relationship provides to quality care provided to the patient.25

Evaluation/monitoring of the actions of nurses in hospitals

From the analysis of the category evaluation/monitoring, it enabled the construction of three subcategories: Collective Evaluation, weekly and/or monthly; Nurses’ performance assessment by the patient and Nurses’ evaluation through their features.

The first subcategory, Collective evaluation weekly and/or monthly, comprises the view of managers as to how it should be performed to evaluate nurses’ performance. The reports

The performance evaluation is the orderly function performed by the professional analysis in its institution. This assessment helps the systematization of the individual performance of each professional according to the deeds he performs, the objectives and goals, as well as the expected results and professional development potential. This process allows evaluating, quantifying and qualifying the work of professional, especially its contribution to the development of the organization.26

The evaluation process of managers to their nursing staff is performed limited and informal way, because it ignores the performance of these professionals due to the lack of definition of work and evaluation criteria. There is a concern to analyzing continuously the professional practice, service to about quality, quantity, responsibility, creativity and initiative of the nurse, the recognition of their potential and detection of investment needs in the formation of a professional.

In the second subcategory represented by ‘The evaluation of the nurses’ performance according to the patient’, the manager adopts as a means of evaluating the services provided by the nurse to the patient during its stay in hospital, it is what can be seen in the following quote:

[...] Not long ago we also adopt the internal ombudsman process. Then the patient also it gives us the feedback concerning the treatment he is receiving, which is a form of assessment also, and serves to redirect people not only for nurses, but in other situations [...] [Interviewee G9].

The assessment (or feedback) 360º, which had its advent in the early twenty-first century, is characterized as a model that aims at obtaining more information about the
Managers of hospitals have different experiences regarding the functions of nurses in their respective institutions, which favors the lack of specifics of the work of these professionals in hospitals. We emphasize the importance of these managers know the specific functions of nurses, so they can measure their skills and understand the difficulties encountered in daily life of this professional.

The information obtained allow further understand that hospital managers aims administrator/management nurse, seeing him responsible for everything that happens in the industry, ignoring the responsibilities assigned to other professionals who deal directly or indirectly to the quality of patient care, not depending so only the nurse are the excellence of service given to the patient. Also be seen that managers assess nurses subjectively, because the evaluation criteria that do not continuously accompany the activity performed by nurses and evaluate not according to their specific functions.

It is essential the involvement of managers of hospitals to the attention of the functions of nurses who work in them, thereby facilitating the recovery of this person and his work. Thus, there must be favorable to their suitability functions that generate quality of service and the institution, as well as wellness professional.
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